Huizhou, China

The challenge: Design a strategy for the City of Huizhou to measure and grow its tourism economy by using analytics to drive improvements and innovation in tourism services.

Context

Huizhou’s rich cultural history and beautiful natural landscape make it a top domestic tourist destination.

In 2014, Huizhou achieved a GDP of RMB 300.07 billion, ranking fifth in Guangdong Province for economic aggregate.

Huizhou needs to develop quantitative methods and apply a data-driven approach to reflect the scale of local tourism and to better manage its GDP contribution.

The City needs to develop a systematic approach for managing existing tourism projects and a common framework to guide future tourism development.

Findings

A siloed and inconsistent approach to data collection is compromising the City’s ability to understand and manage its tourism industry.

Huizhou needs to take a tourist-centric approach to the planning, development and delivery of its tourism experience.

The long-term vision for a successful Huizhou tourism industry depends on cooperation from tourists, the local community, businesses and the government.

By adopting best practices, Huizhou can ensure unity across all stakeholders to develop and promote tourism.

Summary of recommendations

- Establish a compelling brand
- Develop a tourist-centric travel planning portal
- Develop methods for effective data use
- Build a Smarter Tourism ecosystem
- Cater to different types of tourists
- Expand promotion of Huizhou tourism
- Offer mobile apps to enhance the tourist experience

- A unifying vision for Huizhou tourism
- A well-planned annual marketing campaign and budget
- Better perspective on tourist sentiment
- Integrated platform for safety management
- Greater reach and improved uptake of visitors
- Improved site-visit-to-order conversion ratio
- Establish Huizhou’s reputation as a high-tech destination

Vision

The City of Huizhou has a strong platform on which to build a world-class tourism industry. By focusing on improving the tourist experience, using data more effectively and building a “Smarter Tourism” ecosystem, Huizhou can make significant improvements to the way it promotes itself. If Huizhou implements this systematic, structured and integrated strategy, the City will create a vibrant and thriving tourism industry.

www.smartercitieschallenge.org
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